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Abstract
A 5nite-state machine is called a Thompson machine if it can be constructed from an empty-
free regular expression using the construction of Thompson as modi5ed by Hopcroft and Ullman.
We call the underlying digraph of a Thompson machine a Thompson digraph. We characterize
Thompson digraphs and we give an algorithm that generates an equivalent regular expression
from a Thompson machine that has size linear in the total number of states and transitions.
Although the algorithm is simple, it is novel in that the usual constructions of equivalent regular
expressions from 5nite-state machines produce regular expressions that have size exponential in
the size of the given machine, in the worst case. The algorithm provides a tentative 5rst step in
the construction of small expressions from 5nite-state machines.
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1. Introduction
In 1968, Thompson [10] introduced his inductive construction of a 5nite-state ma-
chine from a regular expression that he used for pattern matching. One year later
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Fig. 1. The Thompson construction. The 5gures (a)–(d) correspond to the cases (2)–(6) in the de5nition of
regular expressions. When a given regular expression E is empty free, (e) is never used by the Thompson
construction, we include it for completeness.
Hopcroft and Ullman [6] (see also the text of Aho and Ullman [2]) de5ned an in-
ductive construction of 5nite-state machines from regular expressions that was later
called the Thompson construction (see the text of Aho and his coauthors [1, Algorithm
3.3, p. 122]). The resulting construction is both elegant and eIcient. We also call it
the Thompson construction although it should perhaps be known as the Thompson–
Hopcroft–Ullman construction.
Although Kleene [7] gave an inductive construction when proving that 5nite-state-
machine languages are regular, his method is not eIcient and does not yield a simple
implementation. Thompson was motivated by the implementation of the QED text
editor to provide a simple and eIcient construction. The resulting 5nite-state machine
has size linear in the size of the original expression and each state has no more than
two ingoing transitions and two outgoing transitions. It is somewhat surprising that
until recently there has been little follow-up work on the Thompson construction and
the resulting machines. A resurge of interest in the implementation of machines has
resulted in some new discoveries about the Thompson construction [3,5].
We characterize the underlying digraphs of the machines resulting from the Thomp-
son construction with empty-free regular expressions (they do not include the empty-set
symbol). We call them Thompson digraphs and Thompson machines, respectively. The
characterization is diLerent from the one of Caron and Ziadi [4] for Glushkov di-
graphs although it is necessarily related to it indirectly. We could characterize Thomp-
son digraphs directly in terms of their inductive construction—see Fig. 1—but such
a characterization yields little new insight into their structure. We take a diLerent
approach.
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First, we characterize Thompson digraphs that are obtained from star-free, empty-free
regular expressions. These digraphs are acyclic; therefore, we call them Thompson
dags. We use Dyck languages de5ned by source–sink paths in a Thompson digraph in
the characterization.
Second, we can 5nd all cycles in a Thompson digraph using a depth-5rst traversal; it
takes linear time. Therefore, in linear time, we can determine where the star units occur
and we can then transform the digraph into a dag using what we call star reduction.
We prove that a hammock is a Thompson digraph if and only if its star reduction
is a Thompson dag. This characterization provides us with a means of generating
small regular expressions from some 5nite-state machines. We 5rst determine whether
a given 5nite-state machine M is Thompson and, if it is, we construct a small regular
expression E from M . The work of Caron and Ziadi [4] gives a second class of
machines for which the construction of equivalent regular expressions can be solved
eIciently. We expect similar results to hold for the Mirkin construction [8] and the
SSS construction [9].
2. Notation and terminology
We recall the basics of digraphs, 5nite-state machines and regular expressions and
introduce the notation that we use.
A directed graph or digraph G = (V; E) consists of a 5nite set V of vertices and
a set E of directed edges of the form (u; v), where u and v are vertices. A path is a
sequence v0; v1; v2; : : : ; vk−1; vk of vertices; it is a cycle if v0 = vk and k¿ 1. A path is
a simple path if it contains no cycles. A digraph that has no cycles is called a directed
acyclic graph or dag. The size |G| of a digraph G is the sum of the number of vertices
and edges in G.
We are particularly interested in digraphs that have a single designated source vertex
s that has no edges entering it, a single designated sink vertex S that has no edges
exiting it, and each of its vertices occurs on some simple path from the source to the
sink. Such digraphs are called hammocks 1 and we denote them by a tuple (V; E; s; S).
A nite-state machine 2 consists of a 5nite set Q of states, an input alphabet O, a
start state s∈Q, a 5nal state f∈Q and a transition relation  ⊆ Q×O×Q, where 
denotes the null string and O=O∪{}. Clearly, we can depict the transition relation
of such a machine as an edge-labeled digraph (the labels are symbols from O); it is
usually called the transition digraph of the machine. The size |M | of a machine M is
the sum of the numbers of M ’s transitions and M ’s states.
Denition 1. Let O be an alphabet. The set of regular expressions E over O and their
corresponding languages L(E) are de5ned inductively as follows:
(1) ∅, the empty-set symbol, is a regular expression that denotes the language ∅.
1 In the literature hammocks are often called st-digraphs.
2 Normally, a 5nite-state machine is allowed to have more than one 5nal state and, sometimes, more than
one start state. The formulation we have chosen is appropriate for the study of Thompson machines.
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(2) , the null-string symbol, is a regular expression that denotes the language {}.
(3) a, where a is in O, is a regular expression that denotes the language {a}.
(4) (F + G), where F and G are regular expressions, is a regular expression that
denotes the language L(F) ∪ L(G).
(5) (F ·G), where F and G are regular expressions, is a regular expression. that denotes
the language L(F) · L(G).
(6) (F∗), where F is a regular expression, is a regular expression that denotes the
language L(F)∗.
Note that we do not need to add parentheses in Case 6; that is, we could write F∗
without any ambiguity. We include the parentheses for uniformity.
We say that a regular expression E is empty free if E does not contain any ap-
pearance of the empty-set symbol. We consider only empty-free regular expressions
in the following sections. We say that a regular expression is star free if it has no
Kleene-star subexpression. The size |E| of a regular expression E is the total number
of appearances in E of symbols from O ∪ {; ∅; ·;+; ∗}.
3. Thompson machines and digraphs
Thompson developed a novel inductive construction [10] to compile regular expres-
sions into a form that is suitable for pattern matching in text 5les. The construction
was modi5ed by Hopcroft and Ullman [6] but the spirit of Thompson’s construction
lives on.
Denition 2. Given an alphabet O and an empty-free regular expression E over O,
we de5ne E’s corresponding Thompson machine ME inductively as follows:
(1) If E ∈O ∪ {}, then ME is a base unit over O ∪ {}; see Fig. 1(a).
(2) If E = (F + G), and MF and MG are the corresponding Thompson machines of
F and G, respectively, then ME is the plus unit of MF and MG (notationally
ME =MF +MG); see Fig. 1(b).
(3) If E=(F ·G), and MF and MG are the corresponding Thompson machines of F and
G, respectively, then ME is the dot unit of MF and MG (notationally ME=MF ·MG);
see Fig. 1(c).
(4) If E = (F∗), and MF is the corresponding Thompson machine of F , then ME is
the star unit of MF (notationally ME=(MF)∗, we add parentheses for clarity); see
Fig. 1(d).
In Fig. 2, we display the result of the Thompson construction on the empty-free
regular expression (((a+b)∗)·((b+)·a)) using the transition digraph of the Thompson
machine. We focus, however, on what we call Thompson digraphs which we now
de5ne formally. (A Thompson digraph can also be viewed as the digraph obtained
from the transition digraph of a Thompson machine by omitting edge labels. The
Thompson machine of Fig. 2(a) yields the Thompson digraph of Fig. 2(b).)
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Fig. 2. (a) The Thompson machine obtained from the example empty-free regular expression
(((a + b)∗) · ((b + ) · a)); (b) the corresponding Thompson digraph of this Thompson machine.
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Fig. 3. The Thompson-digraph inductive construction. We use the same visual cues to indicate the source
and sink vertices as we do to indicate the start and 5nal states of 5nite-state machines.
Denition 3. We de5ne the set of Thompson digraphs inductively as follows:
(1) The base unit is a Thompson digraph; see Fig. 3(a).
(2) The plus unit of two Thompson digraphs H ′ and H ′′ is a Thompson digraph H
(notationally H = H ′ + H ′′); see Fig. 3(b).
(3) The dot unit of two Thompson digraphs H ′ and H ′′ is a Thompson digraph H
(notationally H = H ′ · H ′′); see Fig. 3(c).
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(4) The star unit of a Thompson digraph H ′ is a Thompson digraph H (notationally
H = (H ′)∗); see Fig. 3(d).
Thompson machines and digraphs have a number of pleasing properties.
Observation 1. Let M be a Thompson machine and G be its Thompson digraph. Then,
G has exactly the same number of edges as the number of transitions in M and the
same number of vertices as the number of states in M .
Note that if we allow regular expressions to contain the empty-set symbol, then the
digraph of the corresponding 5nite-state machine may not be a hammock.
Observation 2. Let E be a regular expression, M be the Thompson machine corre-
sponding to E and G be M ’s Thompson digraph. Then,
(1) M has one start state and G has one source vertex that are only exiting; that is,
there are no transitions or edges that enter them.
(2) M has one 5nal state and G has one sink vertex that are only entering; that is,
there are no transitions or edges that leave them.
(3) Every state in M is on a simple path from the start state to the 5nal state and
every vertex in G is on a simple path from the source vertex to the sink vertex
(the hammock property).
(4) Each state in M has at most two ingoing transitions and at most two outgoing
transitions, and each vertex in M has at most two ingoing edges and at most two
outgoing edges.
(5) |M | and |G| are of the same order as |E|. 3
We can establish these observations straightforwardly based on the inductive con-
structions of Thompson machines and digraphs.
4. The characterization theorem
Not only is a Thompson digraph a hammock, but also the vertices of a Thomp-
son digraph have indegree and outdegree at most two. We call hammocks that sat-
isfy this additional restriction two-hammocks. Given a digraph, we refer to a vertex
with indegree i and outdegree j as an (i; j)-vertex. For simplicity, we assume that
the source and the sink vertices of a two-hammock have a half in-edge and a half
out-edge, respectively. Before we characterize the two-hammocks that are Thompson
digraphs, we establish that every two-hammock satis5es the following simple counting
property.
3 Formally, using big-oh notation, we say that, given an empty-free expression E, its Thompson machine
M and its Thompson digraph G, |E| is O(|M |) and conversely |M | is O(|E|), and |E| is O(|G|) and
conversely |G| is O(|E|).
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Lemma 4. Let H be a two-hammock, then H has the same numbers of (1; 2)-vertices
and (2; 1)-vertices.
Proof. The proof uses a standard counting argument. Note that the source vertex has
indegree one and the sink vertex has outdegree one by our assumptions. We count the
total number of edges from two diLerent viewpoints: edges into vertices and edges out
of vertices. Let p be the number of (1; 1)-vertices, q the number of (1; 2)-vertices, r the
number of (2; 1)-vertices and s the number of (2; 2)-vertices. Then, the total number
of edges into vertices is p+ q+2r+2s and the total number of edges out of vertices
is p+ 2q+ r + 2s. These two counts must be equal; therefore,
p+ q+ 2r + 2s= p+ 2q+ r + 2s
and cancellation yields
r = q
as desired.
Returning to the characterization of Thompson digraphs, we 5rst modify the usual
de5nition of Dyck strings to give what we call Thompson strings. Let I be any 5nite
set, SLI = {[i: i∈ I}, SRI = {]i: i∈ I} and SI = SLI ∪ SRI ∪ {./}. The notion of a Dyck
string over SLI ∪ SRI is well known; such a string is well balanced with respect to the
pairings of [i with ]i, for all i∈ I . We base the de5nition of Thompson strings on Dyck
strings and we de5ne them inductively as follows:
(1) The string ./ ./ is a Thompson string over SI .
(2) If x and y are Thompson strings over SI , then xy and [i x]i are Thompson strings
over SI .
Observation 3. A Thompson string x over SI satis5es the following three properties:
(1) x has even, non-zero length.
(2) All maximal-length substrings over { ./ } of x have even length.
(3) The substring [i]i does not appear in x, for any i∈ I .
We develop a characterization of Thompson digraphs by 5rst considering the Thomp-
son digraphs that are obtained from star-free expressions. In this case, we obtain
Thompson dags that are also acyclic two-hammocks. There are no (2; 2)-vertices in
Thompson dags. Indeed, (2; 2)-vertices are produced only by regular expressions of
the forms ((F∗)∗) and ((F + G)∗).
Let H = (V; E; s; S) be an acyclic two-hammock, let the number of (1; 2)-vertices
(or, equivalently, the number of (2; 1)-vertices) be t and let I be a set of size t. Note
that, when t = 0, the acyclic two-hammock is a simple path. We de5ne an I-labeling
lI :V → SI of H as follows: Label the (1; 1)-vertices with ./; label the (1; 2)-vertices
uniquely with [i, i∈ I ; and label the (2; 1)-vertices uniquely with ]j, j∈ I . Using this
notation, the I -label of a vertex v is lI (v). For convenience, we denote by lI (H) an
I -labeled two-hammock H . When lI (v) is either [i or ]i, we de5ne indI (v) to be i.
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When lI (v) is ./, indI (v) is unde5ned. Our interest in these speci5c labelings is that
every Thompson dag has an I -labeling such that all source–sink paths in the dag spell
out Thompson strings.
We are now ready to state and prove the promised characterization of Thompson
dags.
Theorem 5. Let H =(V; E; s; S) be an acyclic two-hammock. Then, H is a Thompson
dag if and only if there is an I -labeling lI of H such that every source–sink path in
lI (H) spells out a Thompson string over SI .
Proof. If: Let H be an acyclic two-hammock with an I -labeling lI such that every
source–sink path in lI (H) spells out a Thompson string over SI . To demonstrate that
H is a Thompson dag, we must show that H can be obtained using the inductive
construction of Thompson digraphs.
The proof is by induction on the number n(H) of vertices in H . (Note that H must
have an even, non-zero number of vertices.)
Basis: n(H)=2. Since every source–sink path in lI (H) spells out a Thompson string,
H necessarily has one edge from its source vertex to its sink vertex. Clearly, H cannot
have any other edges since they would introduce cycles. Thus, H is a base unit and it
is also a Thompson dag.
Induction hypothesis: Assume that, for all acyclic two-hammocks H with at most
2p vertices, for some integer p¿ 0, H is a Thompson dag.
Induction step: Consider an acyclic two-hammock H such that n(H) = 2p+ 2¿ 4.
We argue that every source–sink path in lI (H) spells out a Thompson string that has
exactly one of the following three forms, where x and y are Thompson strings over SI :
(1) ./ ./ x, when the source vertex is labeled ./.
(2) [i x]i, when the source vertex is labeled [i and the sink vertex is labeled ]i.
(3) [i x]iy, when the source vertex is labeled [i and some other non-sink vertex is
labeled ]i.
Clearly, the source vertex of lI (H) is either a (1; 1)-vertex labeled with ./ or a
(1; 2)-vertex labeled with [i, for some i∈ I . In the 5rst case, lI (H) must have the
form shown in Fig. 4(a) for the following reasons. Consider the successor vertex u of
s in lI (H). It can be either a (1; 1)- or a (1; 2)-vertex. If vertex u is a (1; 1)-vertex,
then the Thompson strings of lI (H) have the form ./ ./ x, where x is a Thompson
string. Otherwise, vertex u is a (1; 2)-vertex and the Thompson strings of lI (H) have
the form ./ [i x, for some i in I . But, the maximal substrings over {./} of a Thomp-
son string must have even, non-zero length—a contradiction. Therefore, u must be a
(1; 1)-vertex.
If the source vertex of lI (H) is a (1; 2)-vertex labeled with [i, then each Thompson
string of lI (H) must have one of the forms [i x]i or [i x]iy, where both x and y are
Thompson strings.
Note that if one Thompson string of lI (H) has form (i), where i∈{1; 2; 3}, then all
Thompson strings of lI (H) do.
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Fig. 4. Partitions of a two-hammock used in the proofs of Theorems 5 and 7.
First, assume that all Thompson strings of lI (H) have the form (1). Then, H can be
partitioned into two distinct dags H ′ and H ′′ (they are also two-hammocks) as shown
in Fig. 4(a). Since n(H ′)6 2p and n(H ′′)6 2p, by the induction hypothesis, H ′ and
H ′′ are Thompson dags. Now, H = H ′ · H ′′ (see Fig. 4(a)). Since H ′ and H ′′ are
Thompson dags, H is also a Thompson dag.
Second, assume that all Thompson strings of lI (H) have the form (2). Then, the
two-hammock H can be partitioned into the source vertex, the sink vertex and two
distinct dags H ′ and H ′′ as shown in Fig. 4(b). Since n(H ′)6 2p and n(H ′′)6 2p,
by the induction hypothesis, H ′ and H ′′ are Thompson dags. Now, H = H ′ + H ′′;
hence, H is also a Thompson dag.
Third, assume that all Thompson strings of lI (H) have the form (3). Then, the
two-hammock H can be partitioned into two distinct dags H ′ and H ′′ as shown in
Fig. 4(c). Since n(H ′)6 2p and n(H ′′)6 2p, by the induction hypothesis, H ′ and
H ′′ are Thompson dags. Now, H = H ′ · H ′′; hence, H is also a Thompson dag.
In all three cases, we have demonstrated that H is a Thompson dag.
Only if: Let H be a Thompson dag. We prove that there is an I -labeling of H
such that every source–sink path in lI (H) spells out a Thompson string over SI . We
establish this claim by induction on the number n(H) of vertices in H .
Basis: n(H)=2. There is only one source–sink path in H and it consists of an edge
from the source vertex to the sink vertex. We label both vertices with ./ in which
case the only string spelled out from the source to the sink is the Thompson string
./ ./.
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Induction hypothesis: Now, assume that, for all Thompson dags H such that n(H)6
2p, for some p¿ 0, there is an I -labeling of H such that every source–sink path in
lI (H) spells out a Thompson string over SI .
Induction step: Consider a Thompson dag H such that n(H) = 2p + 2¿ 4. Since
H has at least four vertices, H must be either a plus unit or a dot unit. We consider
each possibility separately.
If H is a plus unit, then H has two subgraphs H ′ and H ′′ such that H =H ′ +H ′′.
Clearly, H ′ and H ′′ are also Thompson dags. Since n(H ′)6 2p and n(H ′′)6 2p, the
induction hypothesis applies to H ′ and H ′′. Thus, there is a J -labeling lJ (H ′) of the
subgraph H ′ of H and a K-labeling lK (H ′′) of the subgraph H ′′ of H , where J ∩K=∅.
Moreover, every source–sink path in lJ (H ′) or in lK (H ′′) spells out a Thompson string
over SJ or over SK , respectively. De5ne I = J ∪ K ∪ {i}, where i ∈ J ∪ K , de5ne the
label of the source vertex of H to be [i and de5ne the label of the sink vertex of H
to be ]i. Consequently, every string spelled out by a source–sink path in lI (H) has the
form [i w]i, where w is either a Thompson string over SJ or a Thompson string over
SK . Thus, w is also a Thompson string over SI and, by de5nition, [i w]i is a Thompson
string over SI .
If H is a dot unit, then H has two subgraphs H ′ and H ′′ such that H = H ′ · H ′′.
Clearly, H ′ and H ′′ are also Thompson dags. Since n(H ′)6 2p and n(H ′′)6 2p, the
induction hypothesis applies to H ′ and H ′′. Thus, there is a J -labeling lJ (H ′) of the
subgraph H ′ of H and a K-labeling lK (H ′′) of the subgraph H ′′ of H , where J ∩K=∅.
Moreover, every source–sink path in lJ (H ′) or in lK (H ′′) spells out a Thompson string
over SJ or over SK , respectively.
De5ne I = J ∪ K . Consequently, each string spelled out by a source–sink path in
lI (H) has the form x′x′′, where x′ is a Thompson string over SJ and x′′ is a Thompson
string over SK . But, x′ and x′′ are also Thompson strings over SI . Thus, by de5nition,
x′x′′ is a Thompson string over SI .
We next characterize the two-hammocks that are Thompson digraphs. Let H be
a two-hammock. We perform a depth-5rst traversal of H , starting from the source
vertex, that identi5es a set of what are called back edges since they are edges that
go back to ancestor vertices in the depth-5rst traversal tree (back edges produce cy-
cles). We illustrate depth-5rst traversal with a depth-5rst-traversal tree of the Thomp-
son digraph in Fig. 5. We call all other edges in the traversal tree forward
edges.
A depth-5rst traversal of a two-hammock does not, in general, identify unique
back edges; however, every depth-5rst traversal of a Thompson digraph does iden-
tify unique back edges. The reason for unique identi5cation of back edges in
Thompson digraphs is that, for every back edge (y; x), x is always visited before
y. Thus, observe that when (y; x) is a back edge in a two-hammock, the previ-
ously visited ancestor x must have indegree two. By de5nition, x cannot be the
source vertex and y cannot be the sink vertex. If x has indegree one, then there
is no simple source–sink path that contains x. By a similar argument, y has out-
degree two. If y has outdegree one, then there is no simple source–sink path that
contains y.
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Fig. 5. A depth-5rst traversal of an example Thompson digraph. Observe the back edge that identi5es a cycle
and the corresponding star-like unit. We use solid lines to indicate forward edges to vertices not previously
visited, dashed lines to indicate back edges, and dotted lines to indicate forward edges to a previously visited
vertex that is not an ancestor of the current vertex.
Denition 6. A back edge (y; x) of a two-hammock H is star reducible if there are
two vertices w and z such that w, x, y and z are pairwise distinct vertices and the
edges (w; x), (y; z) and (w; z) are in H .
If a back edge (y; x) is star reducible, then the vertices w and z are the associated
vertices of (y; x). Note that when (y; x) is star reducible, the associated vertices w and
z of (y; x) are unique and, also, that we have identi5ed a star-like unit; see Fig. 3(f).
We now state a necessary condition for a two-hammock to be a Thompson digraph.
Star condition: Every back edge (y; x) in a two-hammock H is star reducible.
We de5ne a graph transformation that removes each star-reducible back edge (y; x)
and expands each associated edge (w; z) into three edges. Thus, if a two-hammock has
only star-reducible back edges, then the transformation gives a dag. We de5ne the star
reduction TH of a two-hammock H as follows:
For each star-reducible back edge (y; x) in H , remove the edge (y; x) and replace
the edge (w; z) with a three-edge path specied by (w; u), (u; v) and (v; z), where
u and v are new vertices; see Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. An illustration of star reduction.
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Fig. 7. A star reduction that does not yield a Thompson dag. The reason is that t is the only (1; 1)-vertex
between x and y but in a Thompson dag there must be a non-zero, even number of such vertices between
x and y.
b
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Fig. 8. A back edge (y; x) that is not star reducible. The reason is that the only candidates for the associated
vertices of (y; x) are w and z but there is no edge from w to z.
In Fig. 7, we give an example of a two-hammock that has a star-reducible back edge
and star reduction yields a dag, but it does not yield a Thompson dag. It yields a dag;
however, since vertex t determines a maximal sequence of (1; 1)-vertices of length one
in the example two-hammock, the dag is not a Thompson dag. In Fig. 8, we give an
example of a two-hammock with a back edge that is not star reducible.
We formalize the relationship between H and TH by de5ning an injective map - :V →
V ′ from the vertices of H to the vertices of TH . We de5ne TV to be -(V ), where TV ⊆ V ′.
The structures of H and of TH must be very similar as we now argue:
Observation 4.
(1) Each vertex x in H has a unique corresponding vertex Tx in TH and, by de5nition
of the map, Tx = Ty implies x = y.
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(2) The map - induces a map from the forward edges in E to paths in TH as follows:
Each forward edge (x; y) in E has either a unique corresponding forward edge
( Tx; Ty) in TH or a unique three-edge path from Tx to Ty in TH , where x and y are the
associated vertices of a star-reducible back edge.
(3) Only star-reducible back edges (y; x) in H are removed and only the edges spec-
i5ed by their associated vertices w and z in H are modi5ed.
Theorem 7. Let H be a two-hammock. Then, H is a Thompson digraph if and only
if TH is a Thompson dag.
Proof. If: Let H be a two-hammock and TH be a Thompson dag. We claim that H is
a Thompson digraph.
The proof is by induction on the number n(H) of vertices in H . Recall that n(H)
must be even and non-zero.
Basis: n(H)=2. TH has one forward edge (from the source vertex to the sink vertex).
Now, H cannot have any back edges that are star reducible; therefore, H = TH and H
is a Thompson digraph.
Induction hypothesis: Assume that, for every two-hammock H such that TH is a
Thompson dag and n(H)6 2p, for some integer p¿ 0, H is a Thompson digraph.
Induction step: Consider a two-hammock H such that n(H) = 2p+ 2¿ 4 and TH is
a Thompson dag.
Observe that we can identify both the associated vertices w and z determined by
each back edge (y; x) in H and their corresponding vertices in TH . Based on this vertex
correspondence, we argue that the structure of H must have one of 5ve possible forms
(the approach is similar to that developed in the proof of Theorem 5):
The source vertex Ts of TH is a (1; 1)-vertex. Let the successor vertex of Ts be Tu. Then,
Tu is also a (1; 1)-vertex since TH is a Thompson dag. We claim that u, the successor of
s in H is also a (1; 1)-vertex. The claim follows from observations about the injection
- from H to TH . First, u cannot be a (1; 2)-vertex since the additional edge from u
must be a forward edge and forward edges are preserved as forward paths under the
injection -. Any other edge into u must be a back edge, but it cannot be star reducible
since that would imply that s is an associated vertex of the back edge. But, back edges
never involve the source or sink vertices.
Thus, TH has two subgraphs TH
′
and TH
′′
such that TH = TH
′ · TH ′′. Observe that TH ′ con-
sists of the vertices Ts and Tu, and of the edge ( Ts; Tu). Since n(H ′)6 2p and n(H ′′)6 2p,
the induction hypothesis implies that H ′ and H ′′ are Thompson digraphs. Therefore,
the partition of TH induces a corresponding partition of H into H ′ and H ′′ such that
H = H ′ · H ′′ as shown in Fig. 4(a). But this, in turn, implies that H is a Thompson
digraph.
The source vertex Ts of TH is a (1; 2)-vertex. In TH , there are two possibilities, ei-
ther the sink vertex TS is a (2; 1)-vertex that ends the plus unit that begins at Ts or
there is a non-sink (2; 1)-vertex Tv that ends the plus unit that begins at Ts. In the
5rst case, there are two subgraphs TH
′
and TH
′′
of the plus unit and, in the second
case, there are two subgraphs TH
′
and TH
′′
, where TH
′
is the plus unit and TH
′′
is a
subgraph.
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We consider the implication of these partitions of TH on H .
The sink (2; 1)-vertex TS ends the plus unit beginning at Ts. Then, TH is a plus unit
and H may be either a plus unit or a star unit.
If H is a plus unit, then H has two subgraphs H ′ and H ′′ such that H =H ′ +H ′′.
TH
′
and TH
′′
are Thompson dags since TH is a Thompson dag. Since, n(H ′)6 2p and
n(H ′′)6 2p, by the induction hypothesis, H ′ and H ′′ are Thompson digraphs. Since
H = H ′ + H ′′, H is also a Thompson digraph.
If H is a star unit, then H has a subgraph H ′ such that H = (H ′)∗. Now, TH
′
is
a Thompson dag since TH is a Thompson dag. Since, n(H ′)6 2p, by the induction
hypthesis, H ′ is a Thompson digraph. Since H=(H ′)∗, H is also a Thompson digraph.
A non-sink (2; 1)-vertex Tv in TH ends the plus unit beginning at Ts. Then, TH has two
subgraphs TH
′
and TH
′′
such that TH
′
is the plus unit and TH = TH
′ · TH ′′. H may begin
with either a plus unit or a star unit.
If H begins with a plus unit H ′ and ends with a subgraph H ′′ as shown in Fig. 4(c),
then H =H ′ ·H ′′. Since H ′ and H ′′ are subgraphs of H , TH ′ and TH ′′ are subgraphs of
TH ; hence, they are Thompson dags. Now, n(H ′)6 2p and n(H ′′)6 2p, and, by the
induction hypothesis, H ′ and H ′′ are Thompson digraphs. Since H = H ′ · H ′′, H is a
Thompson digraph.
If H begins with a star unit H ′ and ends with a subgraph H ′′ of H as shown in
Fig. 4(c), then H =H ′ ·H ′′. Since TH ′ and TH ′′ are subgraphs of TH , they are Thompson
dags. Now, n(H ′)6 2p and n(H ′′)6 2p, and, by the induction hypthesis, H ′ and H ′′
are Thompson digraphs.
Since H = H ′ · H ′′, H is a Thompson digraph.
In all four cases, we have shown that H is a Thompson digraph.
Only if: Assume that H is a Thompson digraph. We prove by induction on the
number n(H) of vertices in H that TH is a Thompson dag.
Basis: n(H) = 2. Since H must be a base unit, it is a Thompson dag. Therefore,
TH = H is also a Thompson dag.
Induction hypothesis: Assume that, for all Thompson digraphs H such that n(H)6
2p, for some p¿ 0, TH is Thompson dag.
Induction step: Let H be a Thompson digraph with n(H) = 2p + 2. H has three
possible forms: a plus unit; a dot unit; or a star unit. Consider each form in turn.
If H =H ′+H ′′, for two disjoint subgraphs H ′ and H ′′ of H , then n(H ′)6 2p and
n(H ′′)6 2p, and, by the induction hypothesis, TH
′
and TH
′′
are Thompson dags. But
this implies that TH = TH
′
+ TH
′′
is TH since the injection - preserves plus units. Thus,
TH is a Thompson dag.
If H = H ′ · H ′′, for two disjoint subgraphs H ′ and H ′′ of H , then n(H ′)6 2p and
n(H ′′)6 2p, and, by the induction hypothesis, TH
′
and TH
′′
are Thompson dags. But
this implies that TH = TH
′ · TH ′′ since the injection - preserves dot units. Thus, TH is a
Thompson dag.
If H = (H ′)∗ for a subgraph H ′ of H , then n(H ′)6 2p and, by the induction
hypothesis, TH
′
is a Thompson dag. Now, under star reduction, TH = TH
′
+ TH
′′
where
TH
′′
is a new base unit. Since both TH
′
and TH
′′
are Thompson dags, TH is a Thompson
dag.
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Since each of the three possible partitions of H ensure that TH is a Thompson dag,
we have completed the induction step and the theorem.
5. Computational issues
We brieUy discuss some computational problems that arise naturally from our in-
vestigations. The notion of a depth-5rst traversal tree is the basic tool needed to solve
these problems eIciently.
5.1. Thompson dag recognition
Given an acyclic two-hammock H =(V; E; s; S), determine whether it is a Thompson
dag.
We can determine in linear time whether H is a Thompson dag using two depth-5rst
traversals. In the 5rst traversal, we check whether the Thompson string property holds.
For this purpose, we construct, during the traversal, a map ) that gives, for each start
vertex 4 of a plus unit, its corresponding end vertex. Initially, we ignore the ./ symbols
in Thompson strings; thus, we are left with Dyck strings. Any source–sink path in a
Thompson dag de5nes a matching of start and end vertices of some plus units. The
traversal not only constructs this matching on the Uy, it must also con5rm that the
matchings given by all source–sink paths are consistent.
We now give more detail of the consistency check. We use a standard depth-5rst
traversal of H beginning at the source vertex except that we use a global stack that
keeps the current sequence of start vertices in the depth-5rst traversal. Initially, the
stack is empty.
We discuss what the traversal does on meeting each type ((1; 1), (1; 2) and (2; 1))
of vertex.
(1; 1)-vertex u: If it is the 5rst visit (from above), then extend the current path to
the successor vertex if there is one. If there is no successor vertex, then the vertex
should be the sink vertex. In this case, begin to retrace the path; otherwise, H is not
a Thompson digraph.
(1; 2)-vertex u: If it is the 5rst visit (from above), then push u onto the stack and
extend the current path to a successor vertex of u.
If it is the 5rst visit from below (retracing the path), then extend the current path
to the unvisited successor vertex.
If it is the second visit from below (retracing the path), then pop u from the stack
and continue to retrace the path at u’s parent.
(2; 1)-vertex u: If it is the 5rst visit (from above) and the stack is not empty, then
check whether )(v) is unde5ned, where v is the vertex at the top of the stack. If the
stack is empty, then H is not a Thompson digraph; otherwise, if )(v) is unde5ned,
4 We use the terms start vertex and end vertex of a unit as more inclusive terminology than the source
vertex and sink vertex of a machine or digraph. A source vertex is a start vertex but a start vertex may not
be a source vertex and a sink vertex is an end vertex but an end vertex may not be a sink vertex.
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de5ne )(v) = u. Last, if )(v) = w, for some vertex w = u, then H is not a Thompson
digraph; otherwise, w = u and consistency is maintained.
If it is the second visit (from above), then )(v) is de5ned, where v is the vertex at
the top of the stack.
To complete the Thompson-dag recognition algorithm, we must con5rm that ev-
ery maximal-length non-empty substring over {./} of a Thompson string has even
length. Since such a substring corresponds to a maximal path of (1; 1)-vertices, we
can enumerate these paths eIciently. Each such path must begin with the source
vertex, with a successor vertex of a (1; 2)-vertex or with a successor vertex of a
(2; 1)-vertex. Essentially, we partition a depth-5rst traversal of the two-hammock into
several disjoint traversals of (1; 1)-vertex paths. We can then count the number of
vertices in each of these paths. If any number is odd, then H is not a Thompson
dag.
5.2. Thompson digraph recognition
Given a two-hammock H =(V; E; s; S), determine whether it is a Thompson digraph.
First, using a depth-5rst traversal of H from the source vertex, we detect all back
edges and check whether they are star reducible. (Recall that all depth-5rst traversals
of H identify the same back edges.) Determining back edges (or discovering cycles)
uses a standard depth-5rst traversal algorithm that takes time linear in the number of
vertices and edges.
If all back edges of H are star reducible, then we apply star reduction to H to give
a dag TH . Otherwise, H is not a Thompson digraph. This step also takes time linear in
the size of the digraph.
Second, we then determine, as explained in Section 5.1, whether TH is a Thompson
dag. If TH is a Thompson dag, then H is a Thompson digraph. Otherwise, H is not
a Thompson digraph. As explained in Section 5.1, this algorithm also takes linear
time.
6. Regular expressions from Thompson machines
We now prove that we can compute an equivalent regular expression r(M) from
a Thompson machine M—the inverse of Thompson construction—where r() is an in-
ductively de5ned function. Throughout this section, we deliberately blur the distinction
between a Thompson machine and its Thompson digraph; that is, we consider that a
Thompson machine is given by its transition graph which is, apart from edge labels,
identical to its Thompson digraph.
Before stating and proving the main theorem of this section, we explain what we
mean by the parsing of a 5nite-state machine M ; see Fig. 9. For convenience, we
assume that the n states (or vertices) are identi5ed by the integers 1; : : : ; n. Observe
that in a Thompson machine M , the base units of M provide all the symbol appearances
in the constructed expression E. On the other hand, the plus, dot and star units provide
all the operation symbols of E. The basic idea of parsing M is to partition it inductively
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Fig. 9. Parsing a Thompson machine: An example.
according to the types of the start vertices of the units (as we have done in Theorems 5
and 7). In addition, we assume that the start vertices of units in M have been annotated
with the number of their matching end vertices. This annotation is captured by the map
) : {1; : : : ; n} → {0; 1; : : : ; n}, where 0 denotes unde5ned. It enables us to access the
end vertex of a unit in constant time when given its start vertex. We use the notation
lab(u; v) to denote the symbol on the edge (u; v) of a base unit.
We inductively partition a Thompson machine M over O according to the type of
its source vertex as follows:
The source vertex s is (1,1).
1. )(s) = S. M is a base unit with edge label X and r(M) = X .
2. )(s) = u and u = S. M =M ′ ·M ′′ is the dot unit of a base unit M ′ with edge label
X and a Thompson machine M ′′. Its regular expression r(M) is (X · r(M ′′)), where
r(M ′) = X .
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The source vertex s is (1,2).
3. )(s) = u, (s; u)∈M and u = S. M is the star unit of a machine M ′. Immediately,
r(M) = (r(M ′)∗).
4. )(s) = u, (s; u)∈M and u = S. M is the dot unit of a star unit M ′ and a machine
M ′′. Thus, r(M) = (r(M ′) · r(M ′′)).
5. )(s) = u, (s; u) ∈ M and u = S. M is the plus unit of two machines M ′ and M ′′;
that is, M =M ′ +M ′′. Thus, r(M) = (r(M ′) + r(M ′′)).
6. )(s) = u, (s; u) ∈ M and u = S. M is the dot unit of a plus unit M ′ and a machine
M ′′. Its regular expression is r(M) = (r(M ′) · r(M ′′)).
Observe that we could simplify the inductive de5nition by merging the three cases
that result in a regular expression of the form (r(M ′) · r(M ′′)). We have, however,
deliberately used greedy parsing (by which we mean we take the 5rst possible unit
starting from the current start vertex of a machine or submachine M) since it reUects
the way we partition a digraph in Theorems 5 and 7 and the use of the ) map to
partition a machine or digraph.
Consider the parsing of the example Thompson digraph H1 given in Fig. 9. H1 is
a plus unit since its source vertex is a (1; 2)-vertex and )(1) = 4, the sink vertex. Its
regular expression is (r(H2) + r(H3)).
Now, H2 is a base unit; hence r(H2)=a. On the other hand, H3 is more complex, it
begins with a star unit but )(5) = 10; therefore, it is a dot unit. Its regular expression
r(H3) is (r(H4) · r(H5)).
Next, H4 is a star unit since )(5) = 8, its sink vertex. Thus, its regular expression
r(H4)= (r(H6)∗). Since both H5 and H6 are base units, their regular expressions are c
and b, respectively. Finally, using back substitution, we compute the regular expression
for H4 to be (b∗), that for H3 to be ((b∗)·c) and the term for H1 to be (a+((b∗)·c))—
the regular expression corresponding to H1.
Before establishing that we can invert the Thompson construction, we inductively
de5ne two necessary notions. We 5rst inductively de5ne the function L() that, for
Thompson machines, gives the associated language expressions for the languages of
the given machines.
Denition 8. Let M be a Thompson machine over an alphabet O. Then, we inductively
de5ne L(M), the language of M , as follows:
(1) If M is a base unit with label X , where X ∈O ∪ {}, then L(M) = {X }.
(2) If M has the parse M ′ ·M ′′, where M ′ is a base unit with label X , then L(M) =
{X } · L(M ′′).
(3) If M has the parse (M ′)∗, then L(M) = L(M ′)∗.
(4) If M has the parse M ′ ·M ′′, where M ′ is a star unit, then L(M)= L(M ′) · L(M ′′).
(5) If M has the parse M ′ +M ′′, then L(M) = L(M ′) ∪ L(M ′′).
(6) If M has the parse M ′ ·M ′′, where M ′ is a plus unit, then L(M)=L(M ′) ·L(M ′′).
Second, we inductively de5ne the function r() that, for Thompson machines, yields
their associated regular expressions.
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Denition 9. Let M be a Thompson machine over an alphabet O. Then, we inductively
de5ne r(M), the regular expression corresponding to a Thompson machine M , as
follows:
(1) If M is a base unit with label X , where X ∈O ∪ {}, then r(M) = X .
(2) If M has the parse M ′ ·M ′′, where M ′ is a base unit with label X , then r(M) =
(X · r(M ′′)).
(3) If M has the parse (M ′)∗, then r(M) = (r(M ′)∗).
(4) If M has the parse M ′ ·M ′′, where M ′ is a star unit, then r(M)=(r(M ′) · r(M ′′)).
(5) If M has the parse M ′ +M ′′, then r(M) = (r(M ′) + r(M ′′)).
(6) If M has the parse M ′ ·M ′′, where M ′ is a plus unit, then r(M)=(r(M ′) · r(M ′′)).
Theorem 10. Let O be an alphabet and M be a Thompson machine M over O. Then,
we can construct an equivalent regular expression E from M that has size linear in
the size of M .
Proof. The proof assumes that, for each start vertex of a unit, including base units, in
the Thompson machine M , the ) map gives the corresponding end vertex.
First, we prove that, for every Thompson machine M , L(M) = L(r(M)). We prove
this result by induction on the number n(M) of vertices in M . Note that n(M)¿ 2
and is even.
Basis: Let M be a Thompson machine with two vertices. Then, M is a base unit
with label X and L(M) = {X }. Now r(M) = X , by the de5nition of r (Case 1 of the
de5nition of r). Hence, L(M) = {X }= L(r(M)) as desired.
Induction hypothesis: Assume that L(M) = L(r(M)), for all Thompson machines M
such that n(M)6 2p, for some p¿ 1.
Induction step: Consider a Thompson machine M with 2p+ 2¿ 4 vertices.
We now establish that, for each possible parse of M , L(M) = L(r(M)). We use the
same numbering (Cases 2–6) as we do for the inductive cases in the de5nition of r:
(2) M has the parse M ′ ·M ′′, where M ′ is a base unit with label X . Now, by the induc-
tive de5nitions of L(M) and r(M), L(M)=L(M ′)·L(M ′′) and L(r(M))=L(r(M ′))·
L(r(M ′′)). Since n(M ′)6 2p, L(M ′) = L(r(M ′)) = {X }, and since n(M ′′)6 2p,
L(M ′′)=L(r(M ′′)). Therefore, by substitution, L(r(M))= {X } ·L(M ′′)=L(M) as
desired.
(3) M has the parse M = (M ′)∗ and, by de5nition, r(M) = (r(M ′)∗). Note that
r(M) is a regular expression as is r(M ′); therefore, we can apply the induc-
tive de5nition of regular expressions and their languages (see De5nition 1). Now,
L(r(M))=L((r(M ′)∗)) and, by de5nition of L(), L(r(M ′)∗)=L(r(M ′))∗ and, since
n(M ′)6 2p, L(r(M ′))∗ = L(M ′)∗ = L(M).
(4) M has the parse M ′ ·M ′′, where M ′ is a star unit. Now, r(M)=(r(M ′)·r(M ′′)) and
L(r(M))=L((r(M ′))·L((r(M ′′)). Since n(M ′)6 2p and n(M ′′)6 2p, L(r(M ′))=
L(M ′) and L(r(M ′′)) = L(M ′′); thus, L(r(M) = L(M ′) · L(M ′′) = L(M).
(5) M has the parse M ′ + M ′′. Now, r(M) = (r(M ′) + r(M ′′)) and L(r(M)) =
L((r(M ′)) + L((r(M ′′)). Since n(M ′)6 2p and n(M ′′)6 2p, L(r(M ′)) = L(M ′)
and L(r(M ′′)) = L(M ′′); thus, L(r(M) = L(M ′) ∪ L(M ′′) = L(M).
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(6) M has the parse M ′ ·M ′′, where M ′ is a plus unit. Now, r(M)=(r(M ′)·r(M ′′)) and
L(r(M))=L((r(M ′))·L((r(M ′′)). Since n(M ′)6 2p and n(M ′′)6 2p, L(r(M ′))=
L(M ′) and L(r(M ′′)) = L(M ′′); thus, L(r(M) = L(M ′) · L(M ′′) = L(M).
Second, we bound the size of the resulting regular expression E that we have con-
structed from M . Assume that M has m¿ 1 base units and n¿ 0 other units, for some
m and n. Then, each base unit contributes two vertices and one edge to M and every
other unit contributes at most two vertices and four edges. Thus, we obtain the inequal-
ity |M |6 3m + 6n. Finally, the base units in M provide all the symbol appearances
in E, the other units provide all the operation symbols and every operation symbol
provides a parenthesis pair. Therefore, the symbol appearances provide m symbols of
E and the operation symbols provide 3n symbols in E; that is, |E|= m+ 3n. Clearly,
|E| is O(|M |) and conversely.
7. Concluding remarks
We have established a characterization of Thompson digraphs that enables us to
parse such digraphs unambiguously and reconstruct regular expressions from them that
have the same sizes as their digraphs. The interesting fact is that we ignore the tran-
sition labels completely in the characterization. Can similar characterizations be es-
tablished for other inductively constructed 5nite-state machines? We conjecture that
such results hold for Mirkin’s construction [8] and the SSS construction [9]. We also
conjecture that the 5nite-state machines given by these constructions can be parsed un-
ambiguously. One interesting problem is whether we can parse the machines given by
other constructions in the literature including Kleene’s original construction and do so
unambiguously.
A tantalizing open problem is to characterize the largest class of 5nite-state ma-
chines that have small expressions easily computable from the machines. A less am-
bitious goal is to identify non-trivial classes of 5nite-state machines that yield small
expressions.
8. History
The original submitted version of this paper had three authors: Giammarresi, Ponty
and Wood. We felt, however, that one referee had made such a contribution (not
only by pointing out unclear thinking, but also by formalizing and rewriting the major
“proof” in the submitted version to produce a real proof) that the referee should be
invited to become a co-author. We are pleased that Dr. Ziadi agreed to join us.
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